White Paper-

Engineered CLARITY
“The ability to gain insight about anything . . . quickly.”
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Purpose ~ PEOPLE ~ BUSINESS ~ LIFE
To assist each individual reading this white paper to gain clarity in one
major area. Then, help 2 other people do the same by joining the
Engineered CLARITY movement.
List one thing you may not be CLEAR on PEOPLE ~ BUSINESS ~ LIFE:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

If you had CLARITY on this . . . how would that affect your life?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
. . . use your hard bound journal to flesh out the details of both of these questions.

Foundation
The first thing to gain CLARITY on
. . . is an understanding . . . that
any problem we have, in any area,
is connected to how we think. If
we were to learn to Think
Differently . . . then would it be
possible to gain CLARITY of
anything, in any area of life?
Engineered CLARITY is a precise process which takes participants out of the
“Habit World” into the “Creative World” to gain power and insights. To learn to
Think Differently and do so quickly.
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Engineered CLARITY has taken decades to discover and develop and many
worldwide thought leaders have devoted much of their lives to personally gain
CLARITY.
There is an amazing group of women and men who have
collaborated to design Engineered CLARITY.
In most situations it’s not that we
don’t have the right answer to
discover CLARITY it’s that we don’t
know the right questions.
Even when we do ask the right
questions we often are not
practicing deep listening, which
prevents us from hearing what we
need to hear. In order to learn to
Think Differently, our hearing is the
first step to CLARITY.
Often we’re surrounded by others
who tend to think in similar ways as
we think and/or by people who will
not tell us what they are really thinking. We need to be around others who “Think
Differently” than us and also are on far higher frequencies than we are.
WARNING: When this happens we will hear things we probably do not want to
hear, but if we listen well, we’ll start to SEE things we’ve never seen before.
When we SEE things differently, we start to THINK differently, which helps us to
gain CLARITY. Thinking differently is the second step to gain CLARITY. As we
learn to THINK differently we start to see that we are far more CAPABLE than
we ever imagined. We become clear as to where we lack CAPABILITIES and
how we can connect with others to LEVERAGE their capabilities with our own for
the mutual benefit of all.
As we connect, we bring together forces of energy, passion, insights and wisdom
that we never dreamed we would be capable of to DO things. However there is
do and there is DO. Until we learn to INTERNALIZE things and then connect
them to our Life Vision or as some might say “Their Why” we never really DO as
we could. This gives us a deep sense that we’re missing something, because
we are.
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To
learn
more
about
Engineered
CLARITY
visit
https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com. The first step to gain clarity is to complete a 30
minute Strategy Session. Most of us want to see greater success in most areas
of our lives, but knowing where and how to start can be a hard thing. Also, we all
have blind spots, those areas in our lives where we think we’re doing great, we
have it handled, we think we’re clear, but often are not. These are often the
hardest to address.
We can’t know what we don’t know, unless of course we’re great students of
learning. Great students, it would seem, always discover gaps in clarity
everywhere they go with everyone they meet.

What is one area of life do you believe you are most CLEAR in?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Learning to have CLARITY is hard, in many ways and so easy in others.
If you work with an advisor who is certified in Engineered CLARITY, they will
assist you in quickly learning how to be clear in any area of your life.
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What if I don’t feel I have time for CLARITY?
Answer
Not having CLARITY costs us so much time, it’s crazy! If you don’t have a great
deal of free or open time that shows you that you lack CLARITY a great deal in
one or many areas of life.

Others who have been through the process share . . .
“I have never been through anything like this in my life. It’s worth
ten times what I invested financially.”
By understanding “Engineered CLARITY” you will start your
journey on finding CLARITY on not only those things which you
know you do not have CLARITY on, but also those things which
are really really important to be clear on, but maybe we do not
even know that we are unclear.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

NEXT STEP . . . Complete a series of simple yet powerful
questions which will provide us insight. Once you complete
questions we will reach out to you and schedule your 16 minute
Engineered Strategy Session.
Go to top menu bar and click on “Gift ~ 30 ECS”
~ For Additional Information On Engineered CLARITY ~

https://clarity.dnaforsuccess.com
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